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1. Introduction  
 

Stereotypes invade the image of Colombia abroad. On the one hand, it was a deliberate 

decision of the State to sell itself; on the other, the media made it so powerful that 

Colombians internalized this constructed national identity. The artist Nadia Granados refers 

to this process of becoming “Colombian” as Colombianización. 

 

The Colombianización was a process that started with the branding of the country to attract 

investors and tourism through global advertising campaigns, where everything available 

was to be sold and would be achieved through a powerful weapon: mass media. However, 

its downside is the loss of memory, which forgets the fights for fundamental human rights 

and participation, which at the same time were erased by violence, massacres, and 

genocides. The latter were the costs of marketing the country.1 

 

The constructed national identity, based on stereotypes, includes other social conflicts, 

from the objectification of women to macho-capitalism. To be aware of it when already 

appropriated is not easy and is avoided by the powerful classes in control of media. 

Nevertheless, Nadia Granados, a Colombian artist from the post-porn transfeminism 

movement, who experiments with all kinds of media and mixes it with performance, 

follows a primary purpose: to raise awareness and transform society, representation codes, 

and identity into a more coherent, fair, and loyal to history.  

 

 

  

                                                   
1 Canal Trece Colombia, 2022 
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1. Nadia Granados and her work Colombianización 
 

Nadia Granados is a Colombian artist and activist who is mainly known for her abrupt 

performances, in which she plays with her body and with media, especially video. She does 

it online, in public spaces and galleries or cultural institutions. Her activism has a personal 

background, the murder of her brother by the biggest guerrilla group that existed: the 

FARC, in the massacre of Puracé.  

 

She confronts herself and the spectator with the fantasies and stereotypes created by the 

culture industry, such as the hypersexualized Latina and the Narcoculture, through the 

appropriation of mass media channels, including pornography, soap operas, news, 

reggaeton, and political campaigns. The purpose is to make society aware of this power 

relationship, its manipulation, and its goal, namely, to hide the cruel reality of the country, 

its violence, and its oppression.2  

Furthermore, she explores and criticizes other codes of representation and morality, such 

as gender and violence, by taking them to their extreme, for instance, from sensual to 

grotesque; in this way, she takes control of these clichés and reconstructs them, inviting the 

public to become an active consumer as well.3  

 

Granados understands the body as a battleground to confront cultural and personal 

conflicts. The bodies are implicit producers and receptors of social norms and can become 

a sign of justice and resistance. 4 Better stated in her biography: 

 

“She uses her body as a tool to disseminate information, as an element of attraction to 

make visible alternative political strategies, a resistance against mass media and a 

struggle against imperialism.” 5 

 

The artistic tool she uses the most is the performance fused with her music videos. The 

former is for her not only about the show but also about the possibility of the spectators 

participating in these proposed discussions, even when the performance is over, by creating 

a new sense of collectivity. These artistic interventions hold controversial political and 

                                                   
2 Granados, 2022 
3 Granados, 2022; Canal Trece Colombia, 2022; Idartes, 2022 
4 Liberatorio Arte Contemporáneo, 2016 
5 Granados, 2022 
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social discourses, and they aim to be a popular art that everyone can access, resembling a 

Cabaret: that is the reason why Granados refers to them as political Cabarets.6  

 

Her art is described as aggressive and provocative in the media, breaking traditional 

conservative structures. She shows the worst side of power, politics, and media by 

incorporating these criticized symbols into different characters and filling them with a new 

meaning. It is an invitation to reflection and a hope to transform the system, even when 

resisting and changing in a country like Colombia usually means putting life at risk.7  

 

In the work Colombianización, she focuses on the Country Brand produced to commoditize 

and create a sense of trust in Colombia and, by such means, increase the number of investors 

and tourism.8 The symbols of identity and the territory became a good; everything was to 

be sold, even the women. The situation explained above, including all its actors and 

phenomena, such as idolatry and gore capitalism, are what Granados reflects in this 

multimedia piece while encouraging to create a “collective process of 

descolombianización.”9 

 

  

                                                   
6 Granados, 2022; Liberatorio Arte Contemporáneo, 2016 
7 Shock, 2018; Lozano, 2013 
8 Granados, 2022 
9 Tarazona, 2022 
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2. Colombianización: the shaping of the national identity through mass media 

 
Nadia Granados’s most recent work Colombianización is composed of an exhibition, a 

performance, a website, and an Instagram page. In these segments, she fusions different 

kinds of videos, such as musicals and parodies, sculptures, and articles, which give a 

context of the whole, the reality it wants to make the public aware of, and the art of making 

out of a tragedy a show that leads to reflection. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the 

country’s branding is the leading critic of this piece. Different stereotypical characters 

personify the reflected polemics as a way of mockery and confrontation.  

 

The pillars of this work are four well-known discourses abroad and in Colombia: 

Brandaland, ‘Plata o Plomo,’ ‘Gente de Bien,’ and Gore capitalism. The first one refers to 

the way the country became a brand sold abroad; followed by ‘Plata o Plomo,’ the most 

famous phrase of Pablo Escobar, to which Narcoculture and Narcoviolence came to be 

reduced to; ‘Gente de Bien’ translates ‘good people’ and alludes to persons from the right-

wing with religious and conservative ideals, who believe in having the right and the power 

to silence everything they disagree with; the last term describes the violence as the new 

commodity of capitalism.10 

There is a music video and sculpture associated with the exhibition, the website, and the 

performance for each of these subjects. The artist incorporates these characters herself and 

makes the display come to life; the latter will be the focus of the present paper.  

 

These discourses guide the spectator through the process of making them a whole, creating 

a Colombian identity, and are an invitation to question why and by whom it was 

constructed. These representation codes are examined as products of political, social, and 

gender power relationships and used in new contexts ironically to deconstruct and 

reinterpret them. Granados manipulates the same mass media that is to blame to revert its 

passivity and regain the freedom of being outside of cliches. 

 

  

                                                   
10 The MIT Press, n.d.  
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Brandaland 

 

The first segment of the intervention begins with a parody of the sensual shapely Colombian 

woman, who is always smiling and dressed in the colors of the Colombian flag, wearing 

national symbols, such as the hat – sombrero vueltiao, and dancing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In front of a reggaeton music video called BRVNDVLVND appears Nadia Granados 

incorporating the stereotype mentioned above; it is worth recalling the sexist solid approach of 

the musical genre. She underlines the being sold with a seal that says “Brand,” which she 

stamps on her backside incessantly and projects on the big screen through a video camera 

installed right behind. She has become the fictive character offered to tourists, ignoring her 

immediate reality: living in the contradiction of a country that appears to be one of the happiest 

while having the highest rates of violence and almost non-existing well-being.  

 

Granados highlights these inconsistencies with 

the song’s lyrics and the use of instruments like 

weapons. The phrase she recalls the most is 

“Export type smiles,” as if Colombians got paid 

for it.11 

 

A second and a third video appear, not musical 

anymore, but as corporate conferences and 

propaganda. These audiovisual products 

confront the realities behind Colombia’s brand, 

which uses slogans such as ‘Colombia is 

Passion’ or ‘the answer is Colombia’ while denying the existing problems, including 

paramilitarism, terrorism, extraction, forced displacement, disappearances, and inequalities.  

                                                   
11 Granados, 2022 

Figure 1  Figure 2  

Figure 3  
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In the first video, named “I get paid to speak well of Colombia,”12 the artist acts as a 

businessman explaining to the public why the advertisement needs to leave aside some issues. 

The answer is a metaphor about a leak in a house: no one would show it; instead, it would be 

covered to make the guests comfortable. The interest of the high classes in Colombia is to 

create this hyperreality since they have economic and political interests in foreign investments 

and would defend them whichever the cost.  

 

The images above are part of the second video and explain in their short, ironic subtitles and 

symbolically charged images the costs of Brandaland. The effort to change the image implies 

silencing not only brutal truths but its victims as well: the thousands of missing, tortured, and 

killed persons by private defense forces, known as paramilitaries, in complicity with huge 

companies so that the territory could be placed at the service of investors, and no one would 

represent an obstacle in their capitalist ambitions. In figure 5, cultural, political, and violent 

symbols can be recognized, such as the colonial architecture, the logo of the party ‘Centro 

Democrático,’ and the chainsaw, the favorite weapon of the paramilitaries. Under the 

government of the leader of the mentioned political party, ex-president Alvaro Uribe Velez, 

                                                   
12 Self-translation 

Figure 4  Figure 9  

Figure 6  Figure 9 
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were committed most of the terrible crimes by paramilitaries, guerrillas, and the military. Some 

of these icons repeat in figure 6; however, in this one, the military is included, as well as the 

disappeared, and the slogan ‘the answer is Colombia’, which in this context adopts an opposite 

meaning to the original.  

 

‘Plata o Plomo’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Necropolítica 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The central point of this section is the narcoculture and the sensationalist way in which it is 

sold in the media. A short video that includes the infinite possibilities of words beginning with 

the prefix ‘Narco’ – refers to drug trafficking - and worldwide news mentioning them is 

presented at first. It pretends to show media manipulation, which reduces a complex war to one 

Figure 8 – Narco-words Figure 9 – Narco-soap operas 

Figure 10 – Narco-killing Figure 11 – Narco-graves 

Figure 13 – Colombian Stereotypes -  the fault of soap operas? Figure 12 – Narco-aesthetics and narcoculture in narcolombia 
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problem: drugs. In the last years, characters like Pablo Escobar became idols, especially to 

foreign audiences, through series and soap operas. This puffery led to the sustenance of a fictive 

story that creates a fake collective memory and erases reality for the interest of the political 

classes. The State was of unbelievable importance in this conflict, however not in a good sense. 

Thousands of tortures, disappearances, and genocides were effectuated under its approval and 

justified as protection against the Guerrillas. Nevertheless, it was mostly not the case; innocent 

persons died for no reason without playing any role in it.  

Naturally, the State will take advantage of the media it controls, show others as guilty and make 

it the official version and entertainment. The war was never only against narcotraffic or 

guerrilla; all actors benefited from illegal drug trafficking. The conflict was about economic, 

political, and ideological powers. To keep giving power to the Narcoculture without context 

means to keep financing a war that mainly affects good working persons in favor of the elites.  

 

Gente de Bien and Gore Capitalism 

 

These two parts are tightly intertwined, including the Narcoculture, through violent masculine 

identities. The image of narco-capos as Escobar in connection with paramilitarism has created 

a character known as ‘traqueto.’ To be a traqueto either refers to someone related to drug 

trafficking or hitmen, working for one of these two subcultures. They lead extravagant 

lifestyles thanks to the money they receive from violence, being a perfect example of gore 

capitalism, follow harmful ideals of masculinity, such as having many women and solving 

problems by killing, and act according to necro-politics or politics of death, which determinate 

the value of persons and their possibility to live or die to maintain social order.13 These last two 

characteristics are the main conditions of the principle ‘plata o plomo.’ 

 

As absurd as it could sound, these persons identify themselves as ‘gente de bien.’ However, 

this concept is more often used to refer to paramilitaries, comprising extreme right-wing 

followers from the political and social elite that possess essential means of production, from 

fashion brands to banks and mass media channels. Their position of power allows them to sell 

a good image of themselves, representing the correct and fair decisions, while never accepting 

their participation in the conflict, which they also financed through military and paramilitarism.  

                                                   
13 Verghese, 2021; Pele, 2020 
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It is hard to establish boundaries between one subculture to the other and between its actors 

since, during the conflict, which has lasted more than half a century, all parties began to create 

strategies and combined efforts for their convenience. The principal difference between 

traquetos and paramilitaries might be their origin and sponsors. The former mainly belongs to 

drug trafficking cartels and the latter to high-class entrepreneurs and politicians with social 

interests. Nonetheless, it is not hard to recruit participants for this war, empowered by the vast 

social inequalities and manipulation of mass media, which normalized violence as a medium 

to gain easy money and receive prestige, erasing the respect for others’ lives in the nation’s 

ethics.  

 

The artist interacts with these videos through different drag king characters, such as the traqueto 

showing off and the proud hitman, who makes his patrons happy: capos or politicians. After 

this first moment with the videos comes the shocking performance of Granados. She covers 

Figure 14  Figure 15  
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herself with a plastic bag, which she ties to her waist, and is full of red globes filled with pig 

blood. Then, she walks around while popping the balloons and playing with the blood.  

The slow movement and silence of the precinct underline the suspense and give place to the 

reflection: that right there happened and is still happening and unfortunately is not an artistic 

performance, but a reality that screams to be acknowledged.   

 

After there are no more balloons, she takes out the bag and enjoys herself in the red liquid that 

covers her, which causes a repulsive sensation intensified by the smell of the blood. 

Subsequently, Granados takes the chainsaw, which was only a part of the exhibition a few 

hours ago, reading ‘Colombianización.’ This inscription unveils the achieved purpose that 

motivated the war: to extinct everyone who disagreed with the ideologies of the ‘good people,’ 

so that they could retain their privileges. Colombianización meant to make real the fictive 

realities sold abroad through violence and keep this social order via terror.  

Figure 17  Figure 16 
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The artist expands the meaning of the chainsaw when presenting it as a phallus. It is not only 

an instrument of necro-politics but also one of machismo, which is reached through gore 

capitalism; she exhibits her power while this concept is projected on the screen behind her.  

 

This segment ends with an ode to ‘good people,’ their leader, and ethics. In figure 16 can be 

read: 

“Take them off the sidewalk for me 

Terror defends well  

We are the good people 

Shut them up and paint well 

We have faith to the boss 

What Álvaro says, Amen.” 

 

Undoubtedly, they follow and idolize the boss, referring to him and answering his orders with 

religious terms that indicate utmost trust and obedience. Álvaro refers to the ex-president 

mentioned above, to whom many crimes are attributed, from nexus with narcotraffic and 

paramilitary to bribery and buying of witnesses. His immense power has made it possible to 

keep the cases on hold or archive them. Colloquially he is called the slaughterer, the 

unpunished, the ‘paraco’ – a member of paramilitary, the unnamable, and the great Colombian 

or the eternal president, from the side of his supporters. 

The imperative sentences, ‘Take them off the sidewalk for me’ and ‘Shut them up and paint 

well,’ might be directed to their servers – traquetos or paramilitaries. These are only sharpened 

by the phrase ‘Terror defends well,’ which undeniably reveals their weapon and necro-

ideology. To paint them means to get rid of them and cover-up, even if it is shamelessly done 

under the sight of everyone –behind a wall, as in the performance, but not so easy to notice. 

This alludes to the mass graves found in which victims of the conflict would find their 

disappeared relatives or where bodies of social leaders would appear; this event is represented 

in the soil the artist throws to her face after being covered with paint.  

 

The song, along with the used objects and the contexts created by Granados’ body language in 

the performance, is full of codes and references – such as the Ku Klux Klan Hood, exaggerated 

intermittently, to expose the manipulated realities and hidden truths of Colombian past and 

present.  
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Victims and memory 

 

This stage transitions into the other with a scene that transmits calm and transparency since she 

cleans herself with a bucket full of water.  She washes off the blood, the paint, and the soil and 

comes back to herself, free from the codes represented in these materials.  

She stands up and closes the performance with a song in honor of the victims of the conflict: 

who died, who disappeared, and who stayed, highlighting her primary purpose, to remember, 

to give them a voice, and to keep the collective memory alive.  

 

The lyrics of the video above are translated as follows: 

In the river float dismembered bodies 

Tears of a mother that cries for her lost son,  

nurture the rage of a free nation 

For our heroes, whose voice was silenced 

For our struggle, built day by day 

For the hope that has not been exterminated 

For the love that enlightens our life 

For our dead, not even a minute of silence 

For our dead, a lifetime of resistance14 

 

These words bring back to the scene, this time without irony or mockery, existing realities that 

affected millions of people in every kind of way. They have become the fuel of a common 

struggle, which is sometimes forgotten by those not affected directly. Granados encourages the 

                                                   
14 Self-translation 

Figure 18 Figure 19 
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spectators to keep fighting and believing in the country’s transformation and makes this battle 

personal when mentioning the names of some victims while inviting the public to be the voice 

of all of them.   
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3. Colombianización and Video Art  

 

The art of Nadia Granados is deeply attached to works of Video Art in the sixties and seventies 

and debates about mass media. Back then, the revolutionary videotape recorders had just 

become available to everyone with enough acquisitive power, making for the first time possible 

not just to be passive consumers but active producers able to respond.  

 

Artists started appropriating themselves of this medium as means of denouncement, reflection, 

and recoding of different social and personal discourses, such as the manipulation of mass 

media, the shaping of consciousness, and the construction of identity. The video became a 

popular art, and artists granted it infinite meanings in different contexts and still do today, as 

illustrated in the previous chapter. 

 

In the United States in the seventies, the stereotype of the happy family in its living room 

watching tv would be the Ideal; the consumers of media would internalize that. In the context 

of Colombianización, it is the happy, colorful, and friendly Colombian culture impersonated 

by Nadia Granados. Nevertheless, her purpose is self-reflection not as a sample of narcissism 

but as an exemplification of the collective identity constructed by media and as the first step of 

a process of deconstruction or ‘decolombianización.’ 

 

Since television appeared, mass media theories permeated society; one of the most known was 

Adorno and Horkheimer’s text on the cultural industry. The latter approached media and 

advertising as mechanisms of control and oppression, monopolized by the bourgeoisie, which 

defined social standards and homogenized society, giving the fact that it was a one-sided 

communication. Artists like Richard Serra played with manipulating video to raise awareness 

of the orders imparted through television, as stated in his artwork ‘Television delivers People’; 

and so does Granados through the lyrics and characters of her music videos, especially those 

of Brandaland.   

 

The art of performance in combination with video meant opposition to the fake liveness and 

fake authenticity of television, as well as resistance to commodification. In the work 

Colombianización, the artist builds counterpropaganda that boycotts the political monopolized 

structures and official versions of history while being utterly coherent with her ideals and 

performing live.  
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The second wave of feminism, represented by Joan Jonas in Video Art, was engaged with the 

concepts of deconstruction, fragmentation, and social constructs, which led to a process of 

identification from scratch through different kinds of media. For Joan Jonas, for instance, the 

reconstruction of gender was made through the exploration of the body, which was at the same 

time a bond to the audience and allowed new forms of presentation and representation. Nadia 

Granados uses her body also as the main instrument to confront social codes, on the one hand, 

against the sexist Colombian society that hypersexualizes and objectifies women, and on the 

other, as a whole country that plays with its assigned cliches. She creates new forms of 

representation by taking control over the stereotypes of women and Colombians and resists 

through transfeminism, namely the fragmentation of all social constructs that affect the nation 

and the self. This presentation full of codes underlines the importance of the process of de- and 

reconstruction as part of a whole: a history; more than the individual pieces: the country’s 

brand.  

 

Granados herself becomes a medium, one presented at first as the product of power structures, 

but that evolves through the performance to represent collective memory and the voice of the 

victims of the war. The boundaries between life and art vanished, just as in the movement of 

expanded arts, represented by Valie Export, who likewise criticized capitalism and the 

commodification of everything available; she even made her name a reference to export items. 

As in the use of the body, these artists challenge them to test their boundaries while linked to 

external symbolic objects, making the whole course of action count; a great example is the 

covering of Nadia Granados under blood, paint, and soil.  
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4. Conclusion 
 
The work Colombianización by Nadia Granados is a statement of resistance through 

multimedia, namely video art and performance, and primarily focused on using her body: 

physically and by personifying fixed ideas. This intervention gives visibility to some erased 

discourses by mass media due to the political and economic interests of the owners of the 

production mediums. Simultaneously she reifies traditional cultural codes in new contexts, 

taking them to ironic extremes through music videos, the use of objects, and her body; in this 

way, she creates counterpropaganda as a response to the power relationships that manipulate 

and oppress Colombian society.  

 

The Colombia Brand is a fictive image powered by foreigners and capitalism. It persists 

through the politics of fear or necropolitics and the normalization and internalization of certain 

situations and codes. The latter is not hard in a country like Colombia, in which inequalities 

and low quality of life are constant. This state of vulnerability leads to accepting offers even 

against the own principles to survive or integrate into society. The role of Granados’ Art is to 

denaturalize some of these issues, such as the naroculture, the hypersexualization of women, 

and contract killing, with the help of the same instruments that they make use of, for instance, 

the showing off with weapons and reggaeton songs.15   

 

The performance makes these hidden realities alive through her body, the audiovisuals, and the 

objects. It makes them tangible even to those who were never affected by them, creating a new 

collective perspective and increasing empathy. Along with this liveness comes the 

impossibility of commodifying the presence and acting of the artist, nor her body, which is 

challenged by the stereotypes and confronted with what would be best summarized in the 

pronouns of de-/dis-/re-, to name some: deconstruction, disclosure, reinvent.16  

 

Although transmitting this reality is extraordinarily complex, especially while acknowledging 

everyone, Granados finds the instruments to do so. Art becomes hope and activism, an 

instrument of transformation by actively appropriating and producing identities while 

remaining loyal to the collective memory of state violence and commodification, which has 

been reduced to a few concepts deprived of meaning. This work is not only meant for 

                                                   
15 Peña, 2022 
16 Ibid. 
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Colombians but for anyone who does not know, forgot, or ignored it.17 In doing so it is possible 

to recognize shared topics and ways of representation with the movements of Video Art in the 

sixties and seventies, such as body as the medium, deconstruction of identities employing mass 

media, and critical approach to the manipulation of the latter. Furthermore, some theories and 

ideologies as feminism, in her case transfeminism,18 cultural theories of mass media, 

communication with codes19 and against commodification of art. To which she adds 

transfeminism and post-porn trends, in convergence with national discourses and conflicts.  

 

 

  

                                                   
17 Canal Trece Colombia, 2022 
18 Peña, 2022 
19 Liberatorio Arte Contemporáneo, 2016 
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